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                                                      IntroductionIntroduction  

-  -  Fragile dynamical structures in the Galaxy can be used Fragile dynamical structures in the Galaxy can be used to test whether they    to test whether they    
   follow Newtonian gravity or whether they are better described by                  follow Newtonian gravity or whether they are better described by               
   modified gravity theories   modified gravity theories

--  Examples of such structures are:  Examples of such structures are:

– -The outer parts of globular clusters-The outer parts of globular clusters
• 1. Radial velocity dispersion profiles1. Radial velocity dispersion profiles
• 2. Density profiles 2. Density profiles 
• 3. Extratidal features3. Extratidal features

                                                    
– -Wide disk binaries (believed to be the result of dissolved clusters)-Wide disk binaries (believed to be the result of dissolved clusters)
– -Wide halo binaries (remains of moving clusters or accreted structures)-Wide halo binaries (remains of moving clusters or accreted structures)



                    r accreted structures)r accreted structures)







-   Hernandez, X. & Jimenez, M.A.  (2012 ApJ 750, 9) modeled the structure -   Hernandez, X. & Jimenez, M.A.  (2012 ApJ 750, 9) modeled the structure 
of GC fully in the MONDian regimeof GC fully in the MONDian regime

-  Hernandez, Jimenez & Allen (MNRAS 428, 3196) studied 16 GC, (Scarpa + -  Hernandez, Jimenez & Allen (MNRAS 428, 3196) studied 16 GC, (Scarpa + 
Lane) Lane) modeling radial velocity modeling radial velocity dispersion profiles empirically.dispersion profiles empirically.

-  Individual masses were determined from brightness profiles and stellar    -  Individual masses were determined from brightness profiles and stellar    
population modeling, i.e, non-dynamicallypopulation modeling, i.e, non-dynamically

  - A good fit to the theoretical MONDian profiles was  found - A good fit to the theoretical MONDian profiles was  found 
      -notice particularly the flattening outside the critical acceleration a-notice particularly the flattening outside the critical acceleration a
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Density profiles of trace populationsDensity profiles of trace populations

-Under MONDian dynamics isothermal distribution of trace particles will    -Under MONDian dynamics isothermal distribution of trace particles will    
    follow naturally  a density profile rho =k r     follow naturally  a density profile rho =k r -3-3  

-This implies a surface density profile sigma = k r -This implies a surface density profile sigma = k r -2-2

-Such profiles are fairly ubiquitous-Such profiles are fairly ubiquitous

-Under Newtonian dynamics a particular explanation for each system has -Under Newtonian dynamics a particular explanation for each system has 
to be  invokedto be  invoked

(Hernandez, X., Jimenez, M.A, & Allen, C. 2013, ApJ 770, 83(Hernandez, X., Jimenez, M.A, & Allen, C. 2013, ApJ 770, 83





Disk wide binaries as a critical test of classical  gravity Disk wide binaries as a critical test of classical  gravity 

Hernandez, Jimenez & Allen, Europ. Phys. J. C. 2012, 72, 1884Hernandez, Jimenez & Allen, Europ. Phys. J. C. 2012, 72, 1884



















       Previous results:
Yoo et al.  (M = 43 Mo)

Quinn et al. (M=300-500 Mo)

    Halo wide binaries 
–     The end of the MACHO era?



                                    The widest halo binariesThe widest halo binaries

-Are they physical?  Radial velocities are needed-Are they physical?  Radial velocities are needed

-Quinn et al. 2009 obtained radial velocities for 4 of the widest  -Quinn et al. 2009 obtained radial velocities for 4 of the widest  
 binaries in ChG04, confirming physical nature for 3 of them       binaries in ChG04, confirming physical nature for 3 of them      
                        

-Excluding the optical pair, but assuming a power law distri-  -Excluding the optical pair, but assuming a power law distri-  
bution for the bution for the separations, they find limits for MACHO masses 
                       30 Mo < m < 500 Mo

-Clearly, results are very sensitive to the largest separations-Clearly, results are very sensitive to the largest separations



                                    Main results from the new catalogMain results from the new catalog

  - We have compiled a list of 252 candidate halo wide binaries - We have compiled a list of 252 candidate halo wide binaries 
  

-  The distribution of separations and major semi-axes for all the subgroups -  The distribution of separations and major semi-axes for all the subgroups 
appears to be Oepik´s, i.e. alpha = -1appears to be Oepik´s, i.e. alpha = -1 up to different limiting semiaxes  up to different limiting semiaxes  

-   -   We have obtained galactic orbits for 150 binaries and computed times spent  We have obtained galactic orbits for 150 binaries and computed times spent  
within  galactic disk within  galactic disk 

                                                                        
-  Separating the binaries into  three groups: most disk-like, intermediate, and      -  Separating the binaries into  three groups: most disk-like, intermediate, and      

  most halo-like, we obtain Oepik´s distribution up to semiaxes:  most halo-like, we obtain Oepik´s distribution up to semiaxes:

- <a> = 10,000 AU for the group of 50 most disk-like binaries (<Td/T >= 1)
- <a> = 63,000  AU for the 50 most halo-like binaries (<Td/T>  = 0.18)

    Allen & Monroy-Rodríguez, 2013 ApJ (in press) Allen & Monroy-Rodríguez, 2013 ApJ (in press) 



Meridional galactic orbit of NLTT 525      
Td/Tt = 0.157



Meridional galactic orbit of NLTT 37790      
Td/Tt = 0.003



50 most disk-like    
     binaries

<a> = 10,000 AU



50 most halo-like   
         binaries

<a> = 63,000  AU  
<Td/T>  = 0.18




        

Dynamical modelDynamical model

  - We follow closely the Monte Carlo procedure of Yoo et al (2004)- We follow closely the Monte Carlo procedure of Yoo et al (2004)

- Consider extreme regimes:  tidal (perturbations dominated by single close - Consider extreme regimes:  tidal (perturbations dominated by single close 
encounters, and Coulomb (continued weak encounters).  Evaluate transition encounters, and Coulomb (continued weak encounters).  Evaluate transition 
separation.separation.

  

-  Use impulse approximation.  Neglect large-scale tides and molecular clouds -  Use impulse approximation.  Neglect large-scale tides and molecular clouds 
(OK for halo binaries).  Neglect dissolved binaries.  (OK for halo binaries).  Neglect dissolved binaries.  

-   Assume (for now) constant halo density.  Attribute to MACHOs the total local -   Assume (for now) constant halo density.  Attribute to MACHOs the total local 
density, ie, 0.007 Mo/pcdensity, ie, 0.007 Mo/pc33  

      
-    Fit directly to semiaxes                                 -    Fit directly to semiaxes                                 



Dynamical models: Montecarlo simulations

Evolution of distribution of  major semiaxes  for 100 thousand binaries subject to random 
perturbations over 10 Gyr with perturbers of different masses.  Left: (Yoo et al 2004) 
initial distribution is Oepik.  Right: our model (Monroy-Rodríguez & Allen, ApJ 
submitted)  



Samples of binaries used to establish limits and evaluate 
effects of disk and non-uniform halo density

 # estrellas <rho> <Td/Tt>
25 1.24 0.08
30 1.39 0.1
35 1.62 0.12
40 1.75 0.14
45 1.76 0.16
50 1.72 0.18
55 1.73 0.21
60 1.77 0.24
65 1.77 0.27
70 1.80 0.3
80 1.85 0.37
90 1.94 0.44
100 1.95 0.5
110 1.95 0.55



Macho mass limits

-Constant halo density,  20% uncertainty in distances

                  



MACHO mass limits

  Triangles:  non-uniform halo density



           Exclusion contours using 2-sigma fits

              for various subgroups of binaries



                              Halo wide binary summaryHalo wide binary summary

-We have compiled a catalog with 251 high-velocity low-metallicity -We have compiled a catalog with 251 high-velocity low-metallicity 
binaries. There are 212 halo candidates among them.binaries. There are 212 halo candidates among them.

-We found that Oepik distribution holds for all subsamples, up  to -We found that Oepik distribution holds for all subsamples, up  to 
different limiting separations.different limiting separations.

-Galactic orbits were computed for 150 binaries.  Time spent  within -Galactic orbits were computed for 150 binaries.  Time spent  within 
disk was evaluated.disk was evaluated.

-A dynamical model for the evolution of wide halo binaries  subject to -A dynamical model for the evolution of wide halo binaries  subject to 
perturbations by MACHOs was developed and validated.perturbations by MACHOs was developed and validated.



                          Halo wide binary summary (cont.)Halo wide binary summary (cont.)

-Applying the model to different subsamples from the catalog  we -Applying the model to different subsamples from the catalog  we 
obtain as upper limits for the masses of MACHOs:obtain as upper limits for the masses of MACHOs:

From 211 candidate halo binaries:  112 MoFrom 211 candidate halo binaries:  112 Mo
From 150 halo binaries with galactic orbits:  85 Mo From 150 halo binaries with galactic orbits:  85 Mo 
From 100 binaries with smallest times spent in disk: 68 MoFrom 100 binaries with smallest times spent in disk: 68 Mo
Same, but  taking into account non-uniform halo density: 78 MoSame, but  taking into account non-uniform halo density: 78 Mo
From 25 most halo-like binaries (<Td/T> = 0.08): 8-12 MoFrom 25 most halo-like binaries (<Td/T> = 0.08): 8-12 Mo

So, once again, we have all but excluded MACHOs -at least So, once again, we have all but excluded MACHOs -at least 
                                                          in the galactic halo!in the galactic halo!
No dark matter => Limit of validity of Newtonian dynamics....No dark matter => Limit of validity of Newtonian dynamics....

  



Our conclusions:Our conclusions:

The limit of the validity regime for Newtonian gravity  has been observed The limit of the validity regime for Newtonian gravity  has been observed 
in a variety of low acceleration astrophysical structures:in a variety of low acceleration astrophysical structures:

-velocity dispersion distribution in globular clusters -flat-velocity dispersion distribution in globular clusters -flat
-density distribution in globulars, galaxies, etc. ( r-density distribution in globulars, galaxies, etc. ( r-3-3))

            -wide disk binaries => non-Newtonian distribution of delta v-wide disk binaries => non-Newtonian distribution of delta v
-wide halo binaries => no MACHOs in galactic halo-wide halo binaries => no MACHOs in galactic halo

  



But:But:

-All these results depend on subtle observational data, still controversial-All these results depend on subtle observational data, still controversial

-With Gaia it will be possible to:-With Gaia it will be possible to:

-study outskirts of globular clusters, determine membership-study outskirts of globular clusters, determine membership
-map in detail density and 3d-velocity dispersion distributions-map in detail density and 3d-velocity dispersion distributions
-determine cluster proper motions, hence accurate galactic orbits -determine cluster proper motions, hence accurate galactic orbits 
-do better census of  disk wide binaries (CPM, CRV, CD)-do better census of  disk wide binaries (CPM, CRV, CD)
-idem for  halo wide binaries    =>  Better galactic orbits-idem for  halo wide binaries    =>  Better galactic orbits
-etc....-etc....

So, here too,  Gaia will play a decisive role!So, here too,  Gaia will play a decisive role!
  



        Thank youThank you

Muchas graciasMuchas gracias
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